Press Release

DWFritz Receives Frost & Sullivan Best Practices Award

2020 Global Non-Contact Dimensional Metrology Industry’s, New Products
Innovation Leader
WILSONVILLE, OR, AUGUST 5, 2020 – Frost & Sullivan recently recognized DWFritz
Automation as the 2020 New Product Innovation Leader in the Global Non-contact
Dimensional Metrology Industry category.
“We are pleased to have received this recognition from Frost & Sullivan”, said Mike Fritz,
CEO of DWFritz. “This is a testament to our innovation, expertise, and capabilities in the
area of non-contact inspection and metrology. Specifically, with our ZeroTouch®
product line, we have created an industry leading category of products that will enable
our customers to bring efficiencies of scale to their manufacturing capabilities by
dramatically improving product quality while lowering costs.”
“According to Frost & Sullivan, with its innovative, effective, and easy-to-use
ZeroTouch® non-contact metrology and inspection platform, DWFritz is transforming
the dimensional metrology industry”, said Prem Shanmugam, Global Program Manager
& Senior Consultant (Industrial – Test & Measurement), Frost & Sullivan. “By providing
faster, accurate, and repeatable measurements, and by enabling 100% inspection on
shop floors, ZeroTouch is equipping manufacturers across industries to successfully
undergo digital transformation and reap the benefits of Industry 4.0 trends.”
ZeroTouch is a high-speed, non-contact metrology and inspection platform that rapidly
measures complex geometries faster than a traditional CMM. With a unique 5-axis
architecture and best-in-class sensors, ZeroTouch captures millions of data points to
create a 3D point cloud, enabling high-precision inspection for the most intricate parts.
For more information about ZeroTouch, visit www.dwfritz.com/zerotouch.
About DWFritz Automation
DWFritz Automation, based in Wilsonville, Oregon, USA, is a leading global provider of
high-precision automation solutions for advanced, high-volume manufacturing. The
company designs, builds, and supports engineer-to-order automation systems and
high-speed, non-contact metrology products, as well as providing world-class build-toprint manufacturing capabilities to clients.
For more information, please visit www.DWFritz.com or follow on Twitter: @DWFritz.
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